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CMS Update: Steps to Assess How the ICD-10
Transition will Affect your Organization
Although the final rule on the proposed ICD-10 deadline
change has yet to be published, it is important to continue
planning for the transition to ICD-10. The switch to the new
code set will affect every aspect of how your organization
provides care, from registration and referrals, to
software/hardware upgrades and clinical documentation.
A critical step in planning for the transition is to conduct an
impact assessment of how the new code sets will affect
your organization. Your impact assessment should include:
Documentation Changes: You will need to consider
the increased specificity of ICD-10 codes compared
to ICD-9 codes, and ensure that patient encounters
are documented with appropriately comprehensive
clinical descriptions. You should:
Train staff to accommodate the substantial
increase and specificity in code sets
Consider physician workflow and patient
volume changes
Revise forms, documents, and encounter forms
to reflect ICD-10 codes

Quality Measures Training

Contact SunSolutions for training
and technical support focusing on
quality / outcome measures,
organizational performance and
continuous quality improvement.
We are committed to supporting you
and your team as you strive for
organizational excellence, so contact
us today for more information.

SunSolutions Upcoming Seminar:
Navigating SNF Reimbursement Mastering the Medicare Maze: 1.5
day Seminar / 10 CEs
Hilton San Diego Bayfront
August 24-25, 2012
1 Park Boulevard
San Diego, CA 92101

Evaluate processes for ordering and reporting
lab/diagnostic services to health plans
Reimbursement Structures: You should coordinate
with payers on contract negotiations and new policies
that reflect the expanded code sets, since they can
affect reimbursement schedules.
Systems and Vendor Contracts: Ensure your vendors
can accommodate your ICD-10 needs. Find out how
and when your vendor plans to update your existing
systems. You will need to review existing and new
vendor contracts and to evaluate vendor offerings and
capabilities against your organization's expectations.
Work with your vendors to draft a schedule for needed
tasks.
Business Practices: Once you have implemented
ICD-10, you will need to determine how the new
codes affect your processes for referrals,
authorizations/pre-certifications, patient intake,
physician orders, and patient encounters.
Testing: Work with your vendors to determine the
amount of time needed for testing and schedule
accordingly.
ICD-10 will affect nearly all areas of your practice, but with a
thorough impact assessment, you can keep your day-to-day
activities running smoothly while you transition to ICD-10.

Reservations: 1 (619) 321-4444
CLICK HERE to make reservations online
Group Name: SunSolutions Consulting
Group Code: SUN
Registration Fee: $400 (does not
include hotel)
CLICK HERE to dow nload registration /
agenda

For unparalleled results, call
SunSolutions Consulting
today.

Contact Info
Contact SunSolutions Consulting at
sunsolutionsconsulting@sunh.com or
tollfree - (888) 867 2220 for a listing of
products, services or to schedule an
educational seminar/ teleconference.

Keep Up to Date on ICD-10.
Please visit the ICD-10 website for the latest news and
resources to help you prepare.
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